GOSH – IT’S AN EYELINER THAT JUST WON’T BUDGE!!
Submitted by: Sparkle PR
Tuesday, 3 May 2011

What’s the beauty secret of thousands of Superdrug shoppers that’s been causing such a buzz, many are
voting it as their ‘miracle beauty eye buy’?
If you’re in pursuit of an eyeliner that won’t budge, smudge or smear why not join the queues of
women and men desperate to get their hands on the ‘sell-out’ Gosh Eyeliner – Extreme Art £5.99
super semi-permanent liquid eyeliner.
Part of the tried and trusted, catwalk-inspired Gosh Cosmetics range, this “must-buy” eyeliner is
literally flying off the shelves as customers buy in bulk because it becomes transfer-resistant once dry.
Guaranteed to stay put through tears without a smear the only way you can remove it is with a
waterproof make-up remover.
ABOUT THE GOSH EYE LINER- EXTREME ART
Super semi-permanent liquid eyeliner
Get creative with this new liquid, semi-permanent eyeliner. Available in 12 fantastic shades, this
soft and light liner comes with a precision brush for accurate application and by adjusting the angle of
the brush you can adjust the thickness of the line.
Choose from the following amazing shades:•1 Purple
•7 Black
•10 Deep Sea Blue
•11 Aqua
•17 Light Purple
•18 Multi Glitter
•19 Silver Glitter
•20 Gold Glitter
•25 Metallic Grey
•26 Purple Glitter
Guaranteed to last all day, this amazing eyeliner is perfect for ‘eye lighting’ your best bits and
for creating an array of A-list and catwalk inspired looks such as sultry, expressive, vixen and rock
chick.
This multi-talented cosmetic can also be used for body art and to decorate your nails with your own
beautiful designs. Get artistic by drawing lines and flowers then seal with a clear nail lacquer such as
the GOSH Top Coat.

Warning: May not be used on the moist edge inside the lower lashes. Must be removed with waterproof
eye-makeup remover. If it does not come off right away, let the remover sit on the area for a minute or
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so and then wipe off.
The GOSH Eye Liner – Extreme Art is available exclusively from Superdrug stores nationwide or from
www.superdrug.com
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